Insight regarding how diverse enzymatic functions and reactions have evolved from ancestral scaffolds is fundamental to understanding chemical and evolutionary biology, and for the exploitation of enzymes for biotechnology. We undertook an extensive computational analysis using a unique and comprehensive combination of tools that include large-scale phylogenetic reconstruction to determine the sequence, structural, and functional relationships of the functionally diverse flavin mononucleotide-dependent nitroreductase (NTR) superfamily (>24,000 sequences from all domains of life, 54 structures, and >10 enzymatic functions). Our results suggest an evolutionary model in which contemporary subgroups of the superfamily have diverged in a radial manner from a minimal flavinbinding scaffold. We identified the structural design principle for this divergence: Insertions at key positions in the minimal scaffold that, combined with the fixation of key residues, have led to functional specialization. These results will aid future efforts to delineate the emergence of functional diversity in enzyme superfamilies, provide clues for functional inference for superfamily members of unknown function, and facilitate rational redesign of the NTR scaffold.
U nderstanding functional divergence within enzyme superfamilies is a profound question for fundamental biological sciences (1) (2) (3) (4) . Enzyme superfamilies comprise homologous enzymes that share a structural fold, select active site traits, and a subset of mechanistic features but exhibit various functions; investigation of the sequence and structural transitions that accompany their divergence from a common ancestor can provide a framework to understand the molecular foundations of functional divergence. Do enzyme functions evolve in a sequential manner, driven by the fitness needs of the metabolic pathways in which they function (5, 6) ? Or do the functions of contemporary enzymes emerge in a multitude of different ways that each maintain the key structural and catalytic capabilities of the ancestral scaffold (1, (7) (8) (9) ? Elucidating the mechanisms of functional divergence in enzyme superfamilies, however, is extremely challenging, as the underlying processes occurred over billions of years of evolutionary history. An enzyme superfamily typically contains many distinct functional families, sequence divergence between functional families is often vast (pairwise sequence identity can be less than 10%), and existing sequence information is widely dispersed (ancestral sequences, whose features could link extant functional families, may be lost over evolutionary timescales). As a consequence, sequence signatures that differentiate distinct families are often ambiguous. In addition, the vast majority of enzymes within a superfamily remain uncharacterized; superfamilies often contain well over 20,000 sequences (10) , and the investigation of such large datasets, which harbor significant diversity, is technically demanding.
Here, we have addressed these issues for the functionally diverse flavin mononucleotide (FMN)-dependent nitroreductase (NTR) superfamily by using a combination of in-depth bioinformatic analyses. The NTR superfamily is ancient, with a calculated evolutionary age of ∼2.5 billion years (11) , and large, comprising more than 20,000 sequences (12) . It was named after the nitroreduction reaction that was first characterized several decades ago (13, 14) . In addition to nitroreduction, however, a diverse range of reactions can be catalyzed by the NTR superfamily, including dehydrogenation (15, 16) , flavin fragmentation (17) , and dehalogenation (18) activities that act upon a broad range of substrates including nitroaromatic (19) , flavin (20) , metal ion (21) , enone (22) , and quinone (23) compounds (Fig. 1) . NTRs form an α+β fold and, like the majority of flavoproteins, noncovalently bind the flavin moiety (24) . NTRs are typically homodimers that are composed of two monomeric subunits that form two FMN-binding active sites at the dimeric interface, that is, both monomers contribute to each active site (Fig. 1A) . Dimerization is essential for FMN binding and enzymatic function in the NTR superfamily, in contrast to other prevalent flavin-binding proteins such as TIM barrels and Rossmann fold proteins. NTRs generally use a ping-pong bi-bi redox reaction mechanism (25) , employing a nicotinamide cofactor to supply electrons to the bound FMN in an oxidative half reaction, which are subsequently transferred to a downstream electron acceptor in a reductive half reaction ( Fig. 1 B and C) .
The diversity of NTR reactions is partly facilitated by the variety of chemical states in which the bound FMN can exist (26) . However, the chemical malleability of the flavin alone does not Significance Functionally diverse enzyme superfamilies are sets of homologs that conserve a structural fold and mechanistic details but perform various distinct chemical reactions. What are the evolutionary routes by which ancestral proteins diverge to produce extant enzymes? We present an approach that combines experimental data with computational tools to trace these sequencestructure-function transitions in a model system, the functionally diverse flavin mononucleotide-dependent nitroreductases (NTRs). Our results suggest an evolutionary model in which contemporary NTR classes have diverged in a radial manner from a minimal flavin-binding scaffold via insertions at key positions and fixation of functional residues, yielding the reaction versatility of contemporary enzymes. These principles will facilitate rational design of NTRs and advance general approaches for delineating the emergence of functional diversity in enzyme superfamilies.
explain the extent of functional diversity observed. NTR enzymes have been used for various biotechnological applications that exploit their broad substrate specificity, including gene therapy for cancer treatment (27) , developmental studies (28), bioremediation (21, 29) , and biocatalysis (30) . However, despite the biochemical and biotechnological importance of these enzymes, most investigations to date have focused on a limited set of NTRs, namely two Escherichia coli enzymes that catalyze nitroreduction reactions, NfsA and NfsB (31, 32) , and a small number of their homologs. The bias inevitably resulting from these early focused studies has limited a broader exploration of NTR function and resulted in a vague classification system that is prone to misannotation; NTR sequences have been historically categorized by their similarity to NfsA or NfsB enzymes (19) or simply as outliers (33) (34) (35) .
In this work, we elucidate the mechanisms of the functional divergence within the NTR superfamily by comprehensively characterizing sequence-structure-function relationships via a unique combination of sequence similarity networks (SSNs), multiple sequence alignments (MSAs), sequence profiles, structural comparisons, and phylogenetic reconstruction. Subsequent incorporation of literature-documented knowledge facilitated the identification of sequence and structural traits that are associated with known NTR superfamily functions. The integration of phylogeny-based reconstructions enabled the extrapolation of our findings to develop a theoretical evolutionary model that reflects the structural transitions that have led to the functional diversity of contemporary NTR superfamily enzymes. Interactive similarity networks and other data from this study are available from the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF), Structure-Function Linkage Database (SFLD; sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/django/superfamily/122/).
Results
A Global View of Sequence Diversity Within the NTR Superfamily. To investigate the sequence diversity within the NTR superfamily, we collected from public databases a nonredundant set of all available sequences and structures that can be associated with this superfamily (Materials and Methods). This data set contains 24,270 nonredundant NTR sequences that range between 150 and 1,580 aa in length. The similarities among all these sequences were calculated by using "all-vs.-all" BLAST pairwise comparisons, and the resulting information was visualized by using SSNs (36) (37) (38) . The SSN presented in Fig. 2 displays nodes (circles) that represent sets of sequences that share >60% pairwise sequence identity; this level of similarity ensures that the sequences within a single representative node can be aligned with statistical significance (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) and enables the entire superfamily to be visualized (as less abstraction will generate networks that are too computationally demanding). However, a 60% identity level may also condense enzymes that harbor distinct, different functions within a single representative node. Nodes are connected by an edge if the mean pairwise BLAST E-value between all sequences in each node is more significant than 1 × 10 −18 (corresponding to an average sequence identity of 28.5%).
Proposed Classification System for the NTR Superfamily. To facilitate a more detailed study of this large sequence set, we used a "divide-and-conquer" strategy to parse the superfamily SSN into subgroups. We clustered sequences based on similarity, and thus defined "subgroups" as subsets of sequences in which members of one subgroup share more similarity among themselves than with members of other subgroups. We used specific criteria to quantify differences in similarity, for example, unique sequence profiles [hidden Markov model (HMM)] (39) and the persistence of subgroup boundaries across a wide range of similarity scores. Next, to validate subgroup delineation, we integrated available functional knowledge. Although such information is extremely sparse in the NTR superfamily, we found that it tracks broadly with the subgroup boundaries identified from sequence comparison (SI Appendix, Text S1). Of note, as few NTR members have been experimentally characterized (Table 1) and subgroups show significant sequence diversity (SI Appendix, Fig.  S1 ), multiple functions may occur within a subgroup, as observed in other large and functionally diverse enzyme superfamilies (e.g., refs. 1, 10). This approach was developed to identify broad features, for example, structural modifications and/or active site motifs that may be associated with function(s), which are conserved within the emergent subgroups.
Our analysis resulted in 22 major subgroups, each containing >100 unique sequences, as indicated by various colors in Fig. 2 . Fourteen of these subgroups could be named by biochemically characterized representatives, for example, the NfsA subgroup includes E. coli NfsA and close homologs (31) , and the BluB subgroup is exemplified by the BluB enzyme that catalyzes the fragmentation of reduced FMN (17) ( Table 1) . Among members of each subgroup, the average pairwise percent identities vary from >42% sequence identity for IyD, BluB, RutE, and Frm2 to <35% sequence identity for subgroups such as NfsA and NfsB (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Eight additional subgroups have, at present, no members with known biological roles or documented activity: These subgroups were named as "unknown (unk) subgroups," for example, unk1 and unk2 ( Fig. 2 and Table 1 ). In addition to the major 22 subgroups, there are four small subgroups that contain <100 sequences, including a "remainder" subgroup of outlier sequences, which share only an average of 27% sequence identity with any of the other superfamily subgroup members. The robustness of our classification system is further evidenced by visualizing a representative SSN that uses a higher similarity threshold that eliminates connections between subgroups but generally maintains subgroup clusters (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A ). Finally, to eliminate the potential of bias arising from our visually based subgrouping and/or the SSN layout, we validated our method using the Markov cluster algorithm (40) , which displayed significant agreement (98%) with our approach (SI Appendix, Text S1 and Table S1 ).
The Functional Diversity of the NTR Superfamily Remains Unknown.
Although 14 NTR subgroups can be associated with at least one experimentally validated function, multiple reactions may be represented in addition to their namesake function, especially for the large subgroups that contain >1,500 members. Furthermore, there are no experimentally characterized enzymes associated with the remaining eight major subgroups of the superfamily. Thus, the functional diversity of the NTR superfamily remains unknown. Although there are numerous experimental studies that are devoted to in depth biochemical and structural characterization of a select few members of the superfamily, our comprehensive analysis reveals that the vast majority of the enzymes in the NTR superfamily (∼99%) have not been experimentally characterized. In addition, as indicated in Table 1 , the proportion of sequences with functional and/or structural information across the different subgroups is uneven. For example, very few sequences have been characterized from the SagB subgroup (16, 41) , which is large and diverse (less than 32% average sequence identity; SI Appendix, Fig.  S1 ) and likely to contain smaller "sub-subgroups" (SSGs) that may individually possess different substrate and catalytic specificities (Fig. 2) . Similarly, less than 40% average sequence identity is observed within each of the well-studied NfsA and NfsB subgroups, and less than 1% of sequences have been characterized (i.e., 18 of 2,632 NfsB subgroup sequences and 20 of 2,299 NfsA subgroup sequences). In addition, many NTR superfamily enzymes have been shown to be promiscuous for multiple substrates and reactions, for example, NfsA, NfsB, and MhqN (Table 1) , complicating the inference of their functional properties.
Taxonomic Representation Across the Biosphere. Most NTRs are bacterial, but NTRs are also found in all forms of life: 2.6% of the sequences are from Eukaryotes and 2.5% are archaeal. Eukaryotic sequences are found within nine of the 22 major subgroups, and archaeal sequences are found within 14 subgroups (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). The distinctive nature of some subgroups is further evidenced by unique taxonomic distributions, for example, 25% of the Iyd subgroup are from Eukaryotes, and 90% of unk1 sequences are from Proteobacteria. Of note, the Actinobacteria phylum harbors the most diverse and redundant set of NTRs, as actinobacterial representatives are found in each of the 22 NTR subgroups and, for example, Mycobacterium sp. JLS encodes seven Acg subgroup paralogs. Organisms that reside in variable environments, such as those from the Actinobacteria phylum, may have evolved to rely upon the metabolic versatility conferred by flavoenzymes (24) .
The SSN Topology Reveals Similarity Relationships Organized Around a Central "Hub" Subgroup. SSN topology has been previously used to study the evolutionary and functional relationships between members of a superfamily (42) (43) (44) , as the examination of subgroup connectivity can serve as a platform for knowledge-based inference of function. Perhaps the most striking feature of the NTR superfamily is a distinct and robust "hub topology," which was revealed by the SSN and is consistently observed across a wide range of edge-inclusion E-value thresholds (1 × 10 −12 to 1 × 10 −20 ; Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2B ); that is, most subgroups directly connect to a central "hub" subgroup and almost all subgroups show more significant sequence similarity to the hub sequences than to any other subgroup. There are two exceptions to this trend: The NfsB and MhqN subgroups connect most closely with each other, and a similar scenario is observed for the unk1 and unk3 subgroups.
To validate the robustness of the SSN hub topology, we investigated similarity relationships with respect to protein domain architecture, insertions in NTR sequences and alternative similarity calculations. We examined whether NTR sequences that harbor not only the NTR domain but also another domain associated with a different fold, for example, FbiB (45) , or N-and C-terminal sequence extensions that flank the NTR domain or segments that reside within it, contribute to subgroup separation and SSN topology. We found that 94% of the superfamily are single-domain NTRs (SI Appendix, SI Methods). We also generated an SSN by using trimmed sequences that represent the minimal α + β homodimeric fold shared by all NTR superfamily members ( Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4A ). The results show that subgroup divisions are maintained, demonstrating that the pairwise similarity signal that underpins the topology is consistent and is not skewed by alterations of the minimal scaffold. To further substantiate the presence of a hub subgroup, we calculated the all-vs.-all similarities between NTR subgroups by using a distance metric derived from sequence profiles [HMMs (46) ; Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, SI Methods]. Although the underlying similarity measure is different from those used to compute the SSN (pairwise sequence similarity vs. multiple sequence similarity), this analysis also produced a network in which a hub subgroup can be visualized. The connectivity of the HMM network was analyzed by calculating the "betweenness centrality" of each node (47) , that is, each node is ranked by the number of shortest paths that connect between any possible pair of nodes in the network and traverses that ranked node (Fig. 2B) . These results show that the nodes representing hub sequences display the highest centrality scores, providing complementary evidence for the hub topology.
The Hub Subgroup May Represent "Ancestral-Like" NTRs. These analyses of the hub subgroup allow us to hypothesize that the functional divergence observed within the NTR superfamily may originate from ancestral sequences that are most similar to those of the contemporary hub subgroup. The taxonomic distribution of NTR proteins lends support to this conjecture: Enzymes in the hub subgroup are primarily from bacterial organisms (88%) but contain a significantly higher proportion of proteins from archaeal organisms compared with the overall taxonomic distribution of the NTR superfamily. Within the hub subgroup, archaeal sequences are significantly enriched: 9% of hub subgroup sequences are archaeal, compared with 2.4% of the superfamily (P = 2.2 × 10
, binomial test; Table 1 ). Taxonomically diverse subgroups may indicate a more ancient origin than taxonomically narrow subgroups, as they are more likely to have appeared before phyla branching.
Little is currently known about members of the Hub, making it difficult to investigate the structure-function relationships within this subgroup. To date, only three hub enzymes [AlbA (15) , NitB (48) , and Nox (49)] have been biochemically characterized. These Act, Actinobacteria; Acg, acr coregulated gene; Ar, Archaea; Bdt, Bacteroidetes; BluB, Blush B; Eu, Eukaryota; FbiB, F 420 biosynthetic pathway B; Frm, Firmicutes; Frm2, fatty acid repression mutant 2; Iyd, Iodotyrosine dehalogenase; MhqN, 2-methylhydroquinone reductase N; ND, sequences typically originating from metagenomic surveys; NfsA, nitrofurazone sensitivity A; NfsB, nitrofurazone sensitivity B; Oth, other; PnbA, p-nitrobenzoate reductase A; Pro, Proteobacteria; RutE, pyrimidine utilization E; SagB, SLS-associated gene B; Str, Streptomycetales; TdsD, Thermophilic desulfurization D. *To the best of our knowledge.
† Subgroup activity and function were assigned based on literature associated with canonical members. ‡ Taxonomical frequencies are based on UniProtKB/National Center for Biotechnology Information data retrieved for each subgroup member. § Multidomain enzymes. ¶ Taxonomic profiling numbers represent percentages from all NTR enzymes.
three enzymes, however, display considerable substrate and catalytic diversity: AlbA is a cyclic dipeptide oxidase, forming α/β-unsaturated residues from a cyclized precursor. In contrast, NitB and NOX display NAD(P)H oxidase and nitroaromatic reductase activities. This suggests that, albeit with a limited sample number, the hub subgroup may consist of diverse enzymes with distinct functions (i.e., multiple functional families).
The "Hub of the Hub". To further examine the hub subgroup, we subdivided it into 15 second-level SSGs, each displaying an average pairwise sequence identity within the SSG of 35%. A representative SSN of the hub subgroup is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5 . The three characterized hub enzymes are found in hub SSG-2 (Nox), hub SSG-3 (AlbA) and hub SSG-6 (NitB). Similar to the overall network topology of the NTR superfamily, hub SSGs display a hub-like arrangement, and hub SSG-5 appears to be the "Hub of the Hub." As with the hub subgroup, hub SSG-5 shows an increased enrichment of archaeal sequences (22%, compared with 9% for the hub subgroup), indicating that proteins similar to hub SSG-5 likely appeared very early in the ancestry of the NTR superfamily.
The Hub Subgroup Represents a Minimal Scaffold. Global studies of functionally diverse enzyme superfamilies suggest a common theme: Conservation of a core structural domain and active site architecture that can be associated with conserved chemical capabilities (50) (51) (52) . Overlaid on this foundation, nature has diversified other structural features in ways that can be associated with functional differences [see, e.g., Burroughs et al. (51)]. The NTR superfamily also appears to follow this general theme, that is, comparison of available NTR structures reveals a conserved minimal scaffold that harbors key FMN interacting residues (Fig. 3) ; of note, these residues originate from both chains of the homodimer. It is especially intriguing that the majority of contemporary hub structures exhibit architectures that mimic the minimal NTR scaffold with little or no decorating features, for example, Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 3E39. Thus, the minimal structural architectures found in the hub subgroup and the consistency of the hub subgroup observed in the sequence and HMM similarity networks provide additional support for the notion that hub sequences may display "ancestral-like" features.
Extensions to the Minimal Scaffold. To investigate how nature may have evolved functional variations from a minimal NTR scaffold ancestor, we manually compared all NTR structures to probe the structural basis of superfamily divergence: 54 NTR proteins are associated with crystal structures (Fig. 2) , with 73% of superfamily subgroups (16 of 22) containing at least one crystal-solved structure. This set includes 22 structures associated with biochemically characterized enzymes and 32 structures without an associated function (Dataset S1). The diversity of NTR architecture is apparent in this set of structures, which includes fused monomeric proteins, that is, fusion of two NTR domains to create a protein that mimics an NTR dimer (e.g., PDB ID codes 2YMV and 3EO7), and domain fusions that link an NTR domain with a domain from a different superfamily (e.g., PDB ID codes 4EO3 and 4XOO). To further delineate structural diversity, we used the TM-align algorithm to compute pairwise structural similarity of a nonredundant set of NTR structures to generate a structure similarity network (Materials and Methods and Fig. 4A ). The resulting structural network is in general agreement with the sequence-based networks (Fig. 2) , with the hub subgroup structures observed as the central and most connected nodes. To show that the central positioning of the hub subgroup is statistically robust (regardless of the similarity method used), we used Infomap (53) to show that hub subgroup members are significantly more central in the sequence-based, HMM-based, and structure-based networks (SI Appendix, SI Methods and Fig. S4 ).
Guided by length variations and alignment gaps among the NTR structures, manual examination revealed three "hot spots" of structural divergence, each associated with a structural extension to the minimal NTR scaffold that occurs proximal to the active site. Extension 1 (E1) represents an insertion of amino acids between α-helices 3 and 4, extension 2 (E2) is located between β-strand 2 and α-helix 5, and extension 3 (E3) is located at the C terminus of the enzyme (Fig. 4B) . Of note, relative to one FMN active site, E1 and E3 arise from the same chain and E2 extends from the alternative chain of the homodimer. The structural similarity network, presented in Fig. 4A , shows that almost all NTR subgroups, excluding the hub, contain at least one extension (Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Fig. S6A ). Despite conservation of the relative position of each insert, the length and secondary structure elements of each varies, and this variation is more significant between subgroups than within subgroups. Extensions are often absent from hub subgroup structures and, if present, they are typically very short, for example, hub subgroup enzymes display average extension lengths of 9 aa (E1) and 12 aa (E2), in contrast to the average extension lengths of 15 aa (E1) and 29 aa (E2) across the superfamily. The extensions are, on average, >8 Å from the isoalloxazine ring of the bound flavin, and are therefore more likely to be involved in substrate interactions rather than in FMN binding (SI Appendix, Fig. S6B ). Furthermore, extensions have been crystallized in multiple conformations within a single enzyme, likely indicating dynamic roles in enzyme function (22, 54) . We generated an MSA that includes 47 representative structures to demonstrate the overall sequence conservation of minimal scaffold and the conservation of the insertion sites of the structural extensions (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ).
FMN Interacting Residues Display Distinct Conservation Patterns.
In contrast to the extensions, the conserved minimal NTR scaffold contains key residues that interact with the FMN isoalloxazine ring to modulate redox potential and influence catalysis. For example, a positively charged residue at the C(2)O locus increases redox potential by stabilizing the reduced form of the flavin, and the N(5) locus is typically within 3.5 Å of a hydrogen-bond donor, which is essential for dehydrogenation (55) and dehalogenation (56) (Fig. 3C) . We calculated the superfamily-wide residue conservation of FMN interacting residues by manually assigning these residue positions in all available structures and subsequently inferring the location and the identity of the relevant amino acid within all sequences in the superfamily via structurebased pairwise alignment. Clear conservation patterns are seen for key FMN interacting residues throughout the NTR superfamily ( Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). For example, the FMN phosphate tail is almost ubiquitously interacting with a basic amino acid throughout the superfamily, that is, arginine (81% conservation), and the C(2)O interacting residue is typically a basic amino acid, for example, arginine/lysine (76% conservation; Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). In contrast, both the re-loop residue (located ∼5 Å from the re side of the flavin) and the si-stacking residue (located on the si side of the flavin) show considerable, and subgroup-specific, diversity, potentially indicating their involvement in reaction specificity (Fig. 5 and SI Appendix,  Fig. S8 ). Of note, and in contrast to the other interacting residues discussed earlier, the re-loop residue arises from the alternative chain of the homodimer and is depicted in red in the structural representations of Figs. 3 and 5 . Additionally, the hub subgroup displays a diverse range of re-loop residues, in contrast to the conservation of subgroup specific residues in the rest of the superfamily (Fig. 5B) .
Structural Extensions Harbor Residues with Distinct Conservation Patterns and Important Roles for Substrate Specificity and Catalysis.
The enzymatic function(s) of NTRs are governed by the first shell of residues near the FMN isoalloxazine ring and also proximal amino acids that are likely to be involved in substrate recognition. To determine the extent to which the NTR scaffold extensions are associated with diverse functionality, we selected and analyzed eight subgroups that have structural and/or experimental data to support the identification of "functional amino acids," for example, residues that may have key substrate binding or other functional roles. These subgroups, Iyd, BluB, Frm2, FbiB, PnbA, NfsA, NfsB, and MhqN, represent a diverse range of chemical and biological activities (Table 1) . We individually aligned every sequence of the eight selected subgroups to the manually generated subgroupspecific MSA (Materials and Methods). The results identified the residues in each sequence that are most likely to be relevant to function based on their alignment to experimentally confirmed residues. The percentage conservation of functional residues within each subgroup of interest was then determined (SI Appendix, Text S2); location of the key residues, their conservation levels, and catalytic reaction(s) are detailed in Table 2 . In all of the eight subgroups analyzed, the majority of the key substrate binding residues are found within the E1, E2, and E3 extensions (Dataset S2), and a wide range of subgroup-specific residue conservation was observed (SI Appendix, Text S2 and Fig. S9 ). In addition, we verified that our observed patterns of residue conservation do not stem from the surrounding context, that is, high sequence conservation is not an inherent feature of the sequence segments that include the functional residue (Dataset S2). The conservation of key residues was considerably higher (>80%) in subgroups that are hypothesized to target the same or very similar substrate(s), that is, Iyd, BluB, Frm2, and FbiB subgroups. In comparison, much lower conservation levels were observed in subgroups that are known to have a more diverse substrate range, that is, NfsA, NfsB, PnbA, and MhqN.
Large-Scale Phylogenetic Reconstruction Supports a Radial Model of NTR Functional Divergence. Although the SSNs and other investigations described in the present work provide clues about how evolutionary divergence may have produced the contemporary structures and functions of the NTR superfamily from an ancestral scaffold, they do not explicitly incorporate evolutionary information (e.g., SSNs are based on pairwise sequence similarity, thereby limiting inferences about divergence that are based on transitivity). We therefore constructed a maximum-likelihood phylogenic model of the NTR superfamily (24,270 sequences) to directly assess their evolutionary relationships. The resulting phylogenetic tree, shown in Fig. 6 , is characterized by highly significant branching probabilities for the major branch points. Moreover, the branching supports the subgroupings independently identified from the SSN analyses (Fig. 2) . The complementarity of the tree and SSN is illustrated by the different hypotheses that can be derived from each approach: For example, the tree reveals the existence of neither a discrete hub subgroup nor its key topological position in relation to other subgroups, and the SSN does not allow the classification of enzymes beyond the subgroup level ("metasubgroups," described later), which can be identified in the tree.
Examination of the tree shows three metasubgroups with common descendance according to the phylogenetic model: MhqN-NfsB-RutE, FeS-unk2, and unk1-unk3. These subgroups also show high interconnectivity in the SSN, but so do others; the large-scale phylogenetic tree uniquely reveals their relatedness. Interestingly, additional factors suggest catalytic similarities between metasubgroup members: MhqN-NfsB-RutE enzymes display similar extension lengths and distances from extension atoms to N5 of the FMN, they cluster together in the structural similarity network, and they also share common si-stacking and re-loop residues. Unk1 and unk3 members display similar distances from extension atoms to the FMN N5 and cluster together in the structural similarity network, and FeS-unk2 enzymes share common re-loop, and N5 interacting, residues. These features may indicate shared aspects of catalysis for metasubgroup members (Figs. 4 and 5 and SI Appendix, Figs. S6-S8) .
Of particular note, although the hub subgroup has a robust central location in the SSN, it does not have a singular position in the phylogenetic model (Fig. 6) . Hub sequences are dispersed throughout the tree; most of the hub SSGs colocalize in one principal branch, but some hub SSGs appear in branch points that diverge before many of the other individual subgroups. This is most notable in hub SSG-5 sequences (the Hub of the Hub, indicated by "H5" in Fig. 6) ; interestingly, it is unlikely that the dispersion of hub SSG-5 would have been noticed from the tree if the topology of the SSN had not strongly suggested its existence. The observation that hub SSG-5 members are found in dispersed "presubgroup" branch points in the tree and at the center of the hub in the SSN, together with their phylogenetically diverse nature and minimal scaffold architecture, adds support to the conjecture that they represent ancestral-like sequences: Hub SSG-5 members may be modern-day sequence fossils that exemplify the evolutionary transitions between an ancient hub-like subgroup and the diverse structure/function subgroups of extant NTRs. These notions fit a scenario of a radial burst of functionalization that occurred early in the ancestry of the NTR superfamily (Figs. 2, 4 , and 6, Table 1 , and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ).
Discussion
Deciphering the evolution of a large superfamily that has taken place over billions of years and has generated diverse contemporary functions is a challenging task. To achieve global views of the superfamily, comprehensive and exhaustive bioinformatics are essential. Similarity networks establish a global context for interpreting sequence, structural, and functional relationships, and facilitate hypotheses and observations that are not easily accessible from smaller scale approaches. In this work, we present a combi- nation of integrated methodologies, utilizing large sets of sequences and structures, alignments, phylogenetic reconstructions, and biochemical data, to reveal sequence-structure-function associations and evolutionary relationships within the NTR superfamily. Our results illustrate the power of large-scale comparisons to provide new insights regarding the evolution of contemporary reaction types within enzyme superfamilies. Our observations significantly revise the historical ad hoc NfsA/NfsB NTR grouping system and enable a new and robust classification system to be established. Our analysis guided the separation of the NTR superfamily into 22 distinct subgroups, which will facilitate the accurate assignment of NTRs to functions and pathways for future studies, and the correlation of active site profiles with assigned functions. More generally, these results guide the exploration and discovery of functions within uncharacterized subgroups and suggest important active site transitions that are necessary for functional divergence.
Together, the complementary analyses applied in the present study indicate that hub subgroup sequences represent ancestrallike proteins and suggest that functional divergence of the NTR superfamily has largely occurred in a radial manner from ancestral sequences that resemble extant hub subgroup enzymes. The SSN topologies observed for other enzyme superfamilies do not show hub topologies, and instead largely indicate a sequential manner of functional divergence (10, (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) . Our results suggest that the functional expansion of enzyme superfamilies, and, by inference, their respective network topologies, may exhibit unique patterns that are specific to the evolutionary process by which variation has occurred (3). The molecular and evolutionary causes of radial and sequential divergence patterns, however, are unclear. Detailed and large-scale characterization of additional superfamilies is needed to reveal the trends by which molecular and structural features have diverged across the universe of enzyme superfamilies.
Our analyses have revealed potential molecular determinants that distinguish subgroup functions that are located in extensions to the minimal NTR scaffold as well as the FMN binding pocket. These findings let us hypothesize an evolutionary scenario for the NTR superfamily: Enzymes composed of a minimal scaffold existed in the early stages of NTR evolution. This scaffold, which we speculate in this work to share structural features similar to those of the contemporary hub subgroup proteins, may have provided an "evolvable platform" for diverse function, while at the same time exploiting a conserved structural fold and active site architecture for FMN-based chemistry. Substitutions within the scaffold as well as structural insertion events in three hot spots supported the innovation of new function, producing the contemporary array of NTR superfamily subgroups. Acquisition of extensions and the associated functional specificity, however, may have been achieved at the expense of "evolvability" (62) , and therefore the contemporary specialized subgroups may now be less primed for functional divergence. The strong distinction between "scaffold," which provides the majority of critical protein folding features and catalytic residues, and "loops" that determine catalytic and substrate specificity, is proposed to be one of the signatures of an "innovable" functionally diverse superfamily (63, 64) . Further experimental characterization, which includes large-scale activity profiling and engineering experiments, ancestral reconstruction, and characterization of evolutionary pathways between distinct functional families, will be required to address the question.
The distinct scaffold and loops structure of the NTR superfamily may serve as an attractive enzyme engineering target for the generation of novel and efficient enzymes. As noted in the Introduction, NTRs have been exploited for various biotechnological applications such as cancer gene therapy, developmental studies, bioremediation, and biocatalysis. Only a handful of studies, however, have successfully engineered NTR enzymes for biotechnological applications, and these studies typically result in only small improvements in catalytic activity (65, 66, 67) . Targeted mutagenesis and modification of NTR scaffold extensions that have been identified in the present study might offer a more effective starting point to enhance, diversify, and switch NTR specificity.
Historically, protein characterization efforts have been strongly skewed toward certain classes of proteins, protein families, and superfamilies, leaving the vast majority of superfamilies unexplored (68) . Exhaustive bioinformatic approaches, such as demonstrated in the present study, can dramatically enhance our understanding of each superfamily and aid in the rational selection of protein targets (69) . In particular, integrated approaches, such as those detailed here, will be applicable to other superfamilies that display broad sequence, structure, and function divergence, and thus will support the development of classification methods for functionally diverse protein superfamilies. Ultimately, the ability to decipher, understand, and predict the molecular mechanisms of functional diversity in such other superfamilies will not only aid our understanding of fundamental questions in evolutionary biology, but also enable the accurate, efficient, and evolutionary-informed design of new protein catalysts for biotechnology.
Materials and Methods
Gathering NTR Sequences. The criteria used for gathering NTR sequences incorporated computational and experimental evidence, for example, sequence profiles, structural fold, and relevant enzyme commission (EC) numbers (70) (SI Appendix, SI Methods and Table S2 ). This work focuses on "canonical" NTRs that share a common unique fold, are capable of FMN binding, and belong to a homologous superfamily [NADH oxidase, CATH 3.40.109.10 (4)]. By using HMMSCAN (46) and Pfam sequence signatures, we verified that 94% of our superfamily members are single NTR domain sequences (SI Appendix, SI Methods). The resulting sequences were uploaded to the UCSF SFLD (10) .
Generating an NTR-Representative SSN. A representative SSN was created by using SFLD database tools (10, 71) . Briefly, pairwise BLAST (72) E-values were calculated between all possible pairs of available sequences (omitting E-values less significant than 1 × 10
−2
). Pairwise similarities were used to generate a network in which a node represents a protein sequence and an edge represents a pairwise BLAST E-value [with E-values used as scores (36)]. We used "representative networks" to circumvent the computational limitations of visualizing large networks: Each node represents a set of proteins that share 60% sequence identity as measured by CD-HIT (73) , and edges represent a mean E-value more significant than 1 × 10 −18 between all E-value scores that connect the representative nodes (SI Appendix, SI Methods). This threshold was set via manual sampling of several edge inclusion cutoffs until a reasonable reconciliation was achieved between distinct similarity clusters and representation of remote homologies between them (SI Appendix, Text S1). Networks were visualized by Cytoscape (74) by using the organic layout (36) .
Obtaining Sequence Profiles for NTR Subgroups. Briefly, subgroup member sequences were selected to ensure appropriate coverage of the sequence space, generating a set of sequences that were subsequently aligned by using structural and functional information. After manual refinement, HMM models (46) were created, and a safe detection threshold was determined by minimizing cross-HMM detection (SI Appendix, SI Methods and Fig. S10 ).
Generating an NTR HMM Similarity Network. To create the HMM similarity network, each subgroup was subdivided into SSGs in a similar manner to subgroup classification: Edge inclusion thresholds were sampled, and a specific cutoff was determined so that the grouping agreed with specific criteria, for example, sets of enzymes documented by the literature to belong to the same class, phylogenetic branches, or domain architectures (SI Appendix, Text S1). MSAs were generated and manually refined for each group, and an HMM was calculated by using HHblits (75) . HMM-HMM alignments were calculated by HHalign (from the HHblits package), and scores were used to create the HMM similarity network.
Identification of the Core FMN Scaffold. MUSTANG-MR (76) was used at an rmsd threshold of 2.0 Å to generate a multiple structural alignment of representative NTR structures. A structure-based MSA of the core sequences (after removal of structural extensions and N/C termini) was then generated by using UCSF Chimera (77) , with extensive manual refinement to integrate information from literature (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ).
Structural Similarity Network of the NTR Superfamily. NTR structures were obtained from the RCSB database (Dataset S1) and manually examined to minimize redundancy, yielding a list of 54 representative structures. All pairs of structures were compared by using TM-align (78) , and a TM-score of 0.746 was used as an edge-inclusion threshold, which was determined by sampling different thresholds while maintaining connections between clusters of similar structures. Note that a TM-score above 0.5 is considered to indicate the same fold (78) .
Superfamily-Wide Profiling of Extension Lengths. NTR structures were structurally aligned and inspected by using Chimera (77) to determine the start and end positions of each insertion hot spot. Each superfamily member was then paired with the most relevant structure (i.e., best BLAST hit), and 3D-Coffee (79) was used to generate a pairwise structure-based alignment from which the extension lengths were calculated.
Residue Profiling Across the Superfamily and Within Subgroups. Relevant residues (as deduced from structural information) were assigned to specific column positions in the MSA of each subgroup. Each subgroup member was then individually added to the MSA by using a specific module of MAFFT (80); this allowed extraction of the amino acid identity of relevant positions.
Large-Scale Phylogenetic Analysis. The ultra-large alignments using phylogenyaware profiles (UPP) algorithm (81) was used to create a superfamily-wide alignment. A backbone MSA containing representative sequences was generated by using PASTA (82) , which was then used to compute a backbone tree by using FastTree (83) . The backbone MSA, backbone tree, and all 24,270 NTR sequences were then used as input to UPP. The resulting MSA was used for generating a phylogenetic model using FastTree and the tree was visualized via FigTree (SI Appendix, SI Methods).
Data Dissemination. Data produced by the present study are available from the UCSF SFLD (10) (sfld.rbvi.ucsf.edu/django/superfamily/122/).
